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To my beloved Bábá 
 

Offering His flowers back unto His lotus feet
 

Tava Dravyam Jagatguro 
Tubhyameva Samarpaye
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Now the universe has become very small.
People are able to travel from one planet
to another. When there was no
convenience of conveyances, Lord Krśńa
planned the Mahábhárata to unite the
scattered India. Today the universe has
become small. Planning for Mahávishva
(The Great Universe) and not
Mahábhárata (Great India), is required.
The guiding factor behind the creation of
the Mahábhárata was dharma – the
creation of a great human society in
which there would be peace, happiness,
fraternity and no poverty. In that period,
it was the rule that the country was held
responsible if a person died of starvation.
Not merely this, if there was an early
death, if a child of five or so died, people
regarded it as a flaw in the ruling
structure. Today you have to create
Mahávishva (The Great Universe), and the
guiding principle behind it will be that all
human beings are the progeny of the
Supreme Progenitor. Hence all are His
children, hence all should live together –
nay, will have to live together. Black or
white, literate or illiterate, small or tall,
all are the children of the same Father.
Hence all will have to live together.
So the important thing is that all are the
progeny of the Supreme Progenitor. 
According to this, there will be unity in
the physical stratum, and so will there be
in the psychic and spiritual strata. But to
strengthen this unity yet more, there is
one more factor which should be there,
and is there – that factor being the
common goal for all the children of the
Supreme Father – the merger of all in
Him. 

All have come from Him and are in Him;
therefore, all people will have to live
together. 

Remaining together is natural for you, and
to remain disunited is something unnatural.
You know well that unnaturality is not
tolerated by Prakrti. Unnaturality is
ultimately destroyed. So it is natural for
human beings to live together and to make
a great Universe. By not doing so, and by
mutual fight, all will be destroyed. This is
the law of Prakrti. Hence, united you will
have to remain, this is your duty. So that
the people of the world may remain united,
it is your duty to bring the Mahávishva as
soon as possible. There will be peace and
happiness in the Universe, and, established
in one indivisible ideology, humanity will
march ahead toward the Supreme Goal.
Victory be with you!

3 December 1967, Ranchi
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Namaskár!
It is my great honor to publish the October
2022 edition of Mahávishva: The Sectorial
Newsletter of Hong Kong Sector. The Sectorial
Newsletter is the place where we share the
work that we have done over the past year, and
also develop a common understanding of the
direction we are moving in. I hope that this
edition of Mahávishva will be an inspiration to
all who read it. 

The word Mahávishva means “The Great
Universe”, Bábá chose this term in reference to
the epic drama orchestrated by Lord Krsna in
the Maha'bha'rata, which means “The Great
India”. He wanted us to feel that the mission
today is to unify the entire universe in the flow
of Dharma and Neohumanism, by creating a
great human society in which there is peace,
happiness, fraternity and prosperity for one and
all, just as Krs'n'a had once unified a scattered
India that was war-torn and rampant with
immorality. Today we have to create
Mahávishva, based upon the principle that all
human beings are the progeny of the Supreme
Progenitor. We all are His children, hence we
should all live together and work in a
coordinated way to manifest a Universe which
justifies His creation. A society founded as the
expression of our collective spiritual movement
and established in one indivisible ideology is
the only way to have lasting peace and
happiness in the Universe. It is the Will of the
Supreme that humanity will march ahead
towards the Supreme Goal. 

Hong Kong Sector is the most multicultural
sector in the world. We are a tapestry of
Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Mongolian, Russian
and Central Asian cultures—all of which
contain sub-cultures and races. In Ánanda
Márga in Hong Kong Sector the history, art,
music, literature, outlooks, politics, economics,
geography, languages and education systems of
these great national and cultural traditions
come together into a garland that represents
the ideal of universalism and 

which we are gradually being perfected to
make worthy of placing around our Guru’s
shoulders. 

During the last several years, HK Sector has
focused on Dharma Pracar. Ác. Sadánanda Avt.
and his team of Márgiis and ácáryas have been
doing great work through the Meditation Steps
Pracar Platform, which enables them to reach
out to so many people throughout Hong Kong
Sector and other sectors around the world. He
has been working hard to promote Bábá’s
philosophy and teachings through his videos,
and has found success in doing Pracar that we
had not experienced up till now except in India.
By the grace of Bábá, the margii community is
Russia and Central Asia has been growing
rapidly. In fact, all other countries in HK Sector
are making new efforts to spread Bábá’s
ideology and everywhere there is progress.
During the last three years, the world has
passed through a critical situation with various
problems, especially the pandemic. Hong Kong
Sector took the lead in doing daily online
kirtan for one year in all the countries. In every
AMPS unit, we have also supported AMURT
for mass feeding programs in India and Pracar,
etc. 
 
Despite the difficult situation that the world
was facing, HK Sector has taken on many
projects, both within the sector and in other
sectors. Most notably, Ánanda Sambhúti
Master Unit, located in Bábá's holy birthplace.
We have already finished the main road, a
jagrti, solved the problem of water and
electricity and we are now busily constructing
the Abhá Sevá Sadan – a wholistic wellness
center and dispensary with the aim to promote
Yogic Treatments and Natural Remedies, and
cure patients in physico-psycho-spiritual ways
that Bábá has taught. We have been
continuously helping the village school project
in Ánanda Nagar, India. We are very happy to
let you know that the ácárya training centers
around the world are also benefitting from our
dedicated help, which will lead to new ácáryas
to carry on His Mission. 
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In this edition of Mahávishva, you can see and
read about all the news from the HK sector.
Workers and Márgiis in HKS are trying our best
to create new ways to do Dharma Pracar,
create Márgiis, LFTs, WTs and to develop new
resources in various departments which can be
utilized at every level from the local units to
AMPS Central. 

By Bábá's Grace we have been successful in
many areas, but especially in Russia and
neighboring countries under the guidance of
Ác. Sadánanda Avt., over the last several years
we have created many Márgiis, LFTs, and
AMPS unit, and a good number of WTs which
have been instrumental of accelerating our
work and also expanding our geographical
outreach beyond HK Sector. A decade ago,
there were not very many Márgiis in Russia and
now we have more than 1000 Márgiis in Russia
and surrounding countries. The online DMS we
organized on 26th and 27th of February, which
was attended by so many Márgiis, LFTs, WTs,
AMPS Units, is a testimony to the strength of
our team in Hong Kong Sector.

I am very happy to tell you that HK Sector
remains strong in standing for the One
Structure Policy. Due to this we have
maintained our organizational discipline and
unity. By Bábá's grace we have been following
this policy since the crisis started. Due to the
present situation of the world, our workers
could not travel so much as before. But we
now see that as the borders are reopening and
we will be able to travel again and visit those
units which have been neglected during the
pandemic, and to have even more accelerated
progress. All our workers are very positive,
devotional and inspired to do lot of Pracar and
take Bábá's mission ahead. 

We have been trying our best to always help
AMPS central in any situation and whenever
there is a need. This is only His grace and His
wish; it is because Bábá wants us to do all the
good work that we are able to do. So, we offer
thanks to Bábá and His grace for the 

opportunity and inspiration to serve humanity,
to expand His Mission and to move along His
path in unison. 

Thanks to the entire team of workers, Márgiis,
LFTs, LPTs, SEC members, AMPS central
committee members and especially to GS
Dadajii, who has been working for His mission
day and night, year after year. 

Best regards and Wishing Bábá's Grace for all!

In Him, Yours Sincerely
Ác. Shubhaniryásánanda Avt.
SS Hong Kong Sector 
10th October, 2022

It’s a great honour to share my feelings through
Mahávishva.

As an SWWS I would like to share Bábá’s
words for all His loving Daughters, how he
likes to see us in his eyes. 

Bábá said “I addressed you little girls as the
dignified section of human society, and I know
I am cent percent right in feeling so. And I
expect these little dignified beings, dignified
section of human society, will be – should be –
more and more, and still more, dignified by
dint of their work, their rendering of more and
more selfless service to suffering humanity."

I feel that hard work and a positive attitude
always works out and we must keep on doing
our best to achieve the goal.
We must always strive to do what makes us
distinct from others And What makes our
beloved  BÁBÁ Happy. 

We all Ácárya/á Dadas & Didis, Margii
Brothers & sisters are two wings of His
mission. By coordinated cooperation of Márgiis
and Ácárya/ás in Hong Kong sector; His great
mission is moving towards self liberation and
service to the suffering humanity by doing
different type of  socio-spiritual online &
offline activities. 
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By His Grace,  Hong Kong Sector AM family is
like a beautiful garland around His neck, always
ready to sacrifice & work to carry out His
victory banner without ifs and buts.
 
All Didis in Hong Kong sector have been
working very hard to establish Bábá’s mission
through various activities, at the same time
doing WWD department work teaching sisters
about WWD and  awakening of women,
organising online Kaoshikii day accross the
sector as well as doing a lot of pracar work.

I wish everyone physical fitness, psychic
development and spiritually elevation. 
THANK YOU 

Avtk. Ánanda Kalyáńashrii Ác.
SWWS Hong Kong Sector

Namaskár,
We are so happy to present our latest
Mahávishva publication, which includes Hong
Kong Sector good news for the year 2022. By
Bábá’s Grace, Márgiis and WTs in the sector
have accomplished a lot of work this year,
starting with the historic online DMS, at which
over 1,000 Márgiis and WTs attended. 
The last two and a half years of the global
pandemic have been challenging for us all, but
at the same time, due to our practices and His
loving Grace, we have become stronger and
even more focused on serving Bábá to the best
of our capacity. Today’s world is rapidly
changing with the impact of climate change,
the conflict in Europe, and a global economic
recession on the horizon. And so, it’s becoming
even more obvious that the world is waiting for
all the solutions that the sublime ideology of
Ánanda Márga can provide. Let us all unite in
our efforts to perfect ourselves and become
better mediums for Bábá to establish His
mission on this globe and beyond.

In His Love,

Ác. Yogánanda Avt.
SOS Hong Kong Sector



Online DMS
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5 day program consisting of 3 pre-
DMS days and 2 DMS days. 
4 Pravacans by rev. Purodhá
Pramukha Dadaji 
10 Spiritual talks by ácáryas 
5 Akhanda kiirtans
11 Educational programs 
About 15 countries 
More than 60 cities 
About 40 acharyas 
More than 1400 registrations 
About 1000 viewers at the same
time.

A great spiritual event providing 
 inspiration and support at a time when
circumstances are most difficult. 
By Bábá's grace and the sincere effort
of the oragnizing team this online
DMS was a great success. 

 

Excellent planning and execution 
This successful DMS came about after only 4
months of planning and hard work led by SS
Ác. Shubhaniryasánanda Avt., SOS Ác.
Yogánanda Avt. and the team of VMTR
workers. 
The VMTR team, led by Ác. Sadánanda Avt.,
Avtk. Ánanda Sainjaná Ác. and Dada
Yukteshvara Brc. worked tirelessly and
efficiently to carry out all the tasks required
to make the program run successfully with the
support of all workers and Márgiis from Hong
Kong sector. 
Great preparations were also made by the
central team in Delhi to broadcast an inspiring
presentation and capture the spirit and
vibration of DMS. 
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Despite being physically separated, the spirit of
unity was very strong. Márgiis and ácáryas
gathered in their units to participate in the
DMS program, holding Akhanda kiirtans,
participating in kaoshiki and tandava,  listening
to spiritual talks of ácáryas and Purodhá
Pramukha Dadaji's speeches. 
Each ácárya made efforts to ensure that the
event was well attended in their local areas. 
Many commented that an atmosphere was
created which made everyone feel as if they
were physically attending DMS. It gave a
feeling of moving together as one universal
family who's bonds are so strong that no
physical distance can break them. 

Spirit of unity 



RAWA
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Ác. Shubhacintánanda Avt. with the help
of Brcii. Sushraddhá Ác. prepared very
inspiring RAWA programs. There were 5
programs in total,  each RAWA program
was full of beautiful and very well
prepared performances from Russia,
Japan, Kyrgyzstan, Taiwan, China and
India. 
There was a range of performances
consisting of, touching Prabháta samgiita
songs & dances, traditional dances,
instrumental performances, poems and
other creative expressions. 
Everyone put their best effort and talent
into each act. 

The pre-DMS program was filled with
many interesting and inspiring talks from
experienced ácáryas. There was a range of
topics covering not only spiritual aspects
of life, but also very practical and useful
topics to help expand the mind and work
towards improving personal skills and
society.
There was a WWD symposium held by
CWWS Didi, central Didis and sisters. 
Ác. Unmantrananda Avt., Ác. 
 Caetanyananda Avt. and Vishvashanti
gave a very practical lecture on building a
dynamic network in management. 
Ác. Sadánanda Avt. gave an inspiring
lecture on pracar for a new era and Ác. 
 Gunátmánanda Avt. gave an interesting
lecture on microvita in pratisaincara and
our immune system. 
All classes had a good number of
attendees and were very much appreciated
by participants. 

Inspiring Educational talks 



Meditation Steps 
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The project meditation steps let by Ác.
Sadánanda Avt. has been recognised as

an official part of Ánanda Márga
structure, coming under the branch of

SDM. 
 

Retreats 
For the beginners in Russia - 15

For the practitioners in Russia - 38
(number of the participants - 2000

In the other countries - 35

In the other countries - 11

      (the number of the participants - 650)

     (the number of the participants -1028)

      (the number of the participants - 260) Lectures, online and offline
meetings with subscribers 

Number of the collective meditations -
901
Number of countries where the
collective meditations were held - 25
Number of lectures on meditation, Yama
and Niyama, enemies and fetters of the
mind - 65
3400 approximate number of
participants of the programs

Number of the cities where the
collective meditations held - 80
Number of the countries where the
collective meditations are held - 20
Number of lectures on meditation,
Yama and Niyama, enemies and
fetters of the mind - 30
1300 approximate number
of the participants of the programs

Online:

Offline:
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New online format: 
Intensive course on how to start
practicing meditation regularly?

This is a 4-hours long online intensive course
with Ác. Sadánanda Avt., where the basic
meditation technique is explained. 
The intensive course is complemented by a yoga-
class, a lecture and a Q&A session.

After the intensive course the participants are
offered a two-weeks support in the form of home
assignments, meetings with the lecturers who
explain every aspect of meditation.

3 streams of the course have been held
in Russian and one in English.
Total number of participants - 3370
The format for more advanced practitioners
is being developed at the moment.

Training for basic meditation
techniques instructors 

Number of streams in Russian and CIS
countries - 1
Number of those who passed the exam -65
Number of streams in the other countries -2
Number of those who passed the exam - 19

Participant's reviews of
the intensive course
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Support for Sweden Training
centre
Support and development of the Swedish
training centre has become an important priority
for Meditation steps. 
 They have created a website about the training
centre and the programs being held there for
both Márgiis and beginners. 
A lot of effort is being put into building a social
media platform so that more subscribers of
meditation steps will come for events and in turn
support the training centre. 

So far 5 retreats have been conducted there with
around 300 participants. 115 people received
initiation after these programs. 

A lot of construction work was completed with
the hard work of Ác. Gunatmánanda Avt. There
was the renovating of some rooms, fixing the old
STC kitchen roof, building 3 new toilets,
renovating one full bathroom, building a sauna
and a shower room with three showers. 
There are currently 5 trainees from VMTR
undergoing training. 
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Sectorial RDS and local IRSSs  

Ác. Shubhaniryásánanda Avt., SS HK, has
been conducting regular online and offline
RDS. In Taiwan workers gather in person to
attend RDS, the rest of the workers are still
attending online due to the pandemic. All
workers make efforts to make RDS a
priority.  

Local IRSSs are also being regularly
conducted with the inspiration and drive of
SS Dada who is constantly making great
efforts to keep the sector organised and
keep workers inspired by his hard work and
good example. 
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Meetings with trainees 
Dada Shubhaniryásánanda is also GTS
responsible for all training centres. He has
also been meeting with trainees to inspire
and increase their knowledge of spiritual
philosophy and Bábá's mission. 
 
This year sister LFTs/ LPTs took exam with
SS Dada. There are now 3 new LFTs in
Vladivostok region.  
 



Taipei Region

Master Unit development 
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Ánanda Suruci MU 

Ác. Yogánanda Avt. has worked very hard this
year to develop Ánanda Suruci Master Unit. This
year the MU farm had a bumper harvest of
Mulberries and Himalayan mulberries.
Over 300 kgs of mulberries were harvested .
 A good quantity of tree grapes were also
harvested.
The bottom field of Ánanda Suruci Farm has
been developed. So far over 100 papaya trees,
10 Rambutan trees and 20 passion fruit have
been planted. There are also plans to plant 300
pineapples, lemons trees, sweet potatoes,
turmeric and ginger etc.
New steps and landscaping is also being done. 
 Over 2,000 edible flowers were planted. 



Over 25 Márgiis and WTs attended New Years
Day celebrations in the MU. Ánanda Suruci also
hosted 12 hours Akhanda Kiirtan at the end of
the Kiirtan parikrama tour. 

This year the  Mater unit has held 11 fasting
camps attended by over 280 people, a sadhana
camp, Sadhana Shivirs and Bábá's birthday
celebration.
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Seminars and conferences 



Brc. Arpita Ác. has been taking very good care
of Ánanda Mátriká Master Unit. She is currently
doing regular service activities for elderly people
in the local area near Ánanda Mátriká. Every
month she is conducting
asana classes for around 20 = 60 elderly people 
in Chong Tan and for around 15 - 25 people in
Long Shan. She also teaches them Kaoshiki and
kilirtana.
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Ánanda Mátriká MU

Master unit repairs 
Earlier this year Didi raised money
to repair the gazebo. Currently roof
repairs of the DC hall are underway.  



New Year's program on Jan. 1st was held at Taipei jagrti in the morning and at SDM in
the afternoon and evening. Everyone was inspired with Akhanda Kiirtan, Bábá video, and
all programs. At least 90 Márgiis attended the Akhanda Kiirtan in SDM. 
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New year's celebration

Kiirtan Parikrama
Taiwan Kirtan Parikrama was held from 1st  -
15th January, organised by Ác. Priyabodhánanda
Avt. and Avtk. Ánanda Shivánii Ác. The event
was attended by around 80 Márgiis. There were
14 stops on the kiirtan tour where Akhanda
Kiirtan was held. The program produced a very
strong vibration that was appreciated by all. All
units were well attended. Due to the kiirtan
parikrama, the inspiration of all Márgiis in
Taiwan certainly improved.
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Taipei Jagrti 
Ác. Rudranathánanda Avt. is taking
good care of maintaining the inspiration
of the Márgiis and good flow in Taipei
jagrti. There are weekly DCs every
Saturday and Sunday and monthly
Akhanda Kiirtan on the first Sunday of
the month and monthly sadhana shivirs. 
Other regular programs are held in
Taipei jagrti such as asana classes which
are held six days a week in the morning
and three days a week at night.

Weekly philosophy classes were started
in English for new people in Taipei
jagrti by Ác. Rudranathánanda Avt.
They also include short kiirtan,
meditation and asanas.
IRSS was held in August in Taipei jagrti
with the participation of all workers in
Taiwan. 

Seminar 
Seminars were held in Taipei and other  units
in Taiwan according to Bábá's system. They
were done in phases, with the first phase
seminar being held on 13th February and the
second phase seminar on 19th June. Around
25 Márgiis and ácáryas attended both
seminars. The event was made both offline
and online.  

RAWA  
Ác. Shubhacintánanda Avt. has been
organising online and offline Prabháta
Samgiita classes and RAWA programs
around the sector.  
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Fasting camp in SDM
Fasting camp was organized by SDM on
12th,13th March 2022 in Sindian, New
Taipei City.

Many activities and programs are being
conducted in SDM under the guidance
and with the hard work of Ác.
Candreshvaránanda Avt.  
A’nanda Pu’rn’ima’ was celebrated on
16th May, 2022 in SDM, and Taipei 
 jagrti. About 65 Márgiis attended the
program in SDM

Taipei SDM

On 28th February,2022 a house entry
ceremony was conducted by Ác.
Candreshvaránanda Avt. for brother
Maungala from SDM. About 40 Márgiis
attended the program.

House entry ceremony



SWWS, Avtk. Ánanda Kalyáńashrii Ác.
conducted a public asana class in Yoga
academy, Taipei with 13 students.  
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Asana class in Yoga
academy 

Service for the homeless 
SWWS Didi, Didi Ánanda Shivánii and
Didi Ánanda Amala organised mass
feeding for the homeless. Around 100
people got benefitted. They also sang
kiirtan to spread positive microvita.  

Avtk. Ánanda Kalyáńashrii Aca’rya, SWWS Hong
Kong sector, organised a sister conference for
sisters in Taiwan about reawakening spirituality.
CWWS Didi, was also invited to give class about
How to develop your devotion . 25 sister
attended the program. 

Sister's online conference  

University Yoga and
Meditation class  
Ác. Priyabodhánanda Avt.conducted
regular yoga and meditation classes in
the National Chang Kung University of
Tainan, Taiwan from March to May. 30
university students attended the
classes.  



Hiking and sports 

On 1st of January 2022, Márgiis in Hong Kong 
celebrated the New Year celebration in Kam
Sheung Road Jagrtii together.
Every margii enjoyed the beautiful Kiirtan and
peaceful meditation. 
Ác. Krsnamayánanda Avt. has been working
with Márgiis remotely giving guidance and
encouragement.  
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New Year celebration in HK  

Master Unit repair 
Margii brothers and sisters went to maintain
the Master Unit in Mui Wo, Lantau Island. 
They repaired some areas which had damaged.
Brothers danced Tandava there and everyone
enjoyed the nature.  

HBM Regions

Sister Krpadevii had arranged several
sport activities, such as hiking, cycling
and camping. 
These activities helps to create around
5/6 sympathisers. Some of them
become volunteers in service and
spiritual programs. 
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Service activities 
Márgiis donated cat food for a cat shelter. 
Margii contacted the cat food supplier for the 
arrangement, and volunteers helped to delivery
70 packs of cat food to the cat shelter in Sun
Po Kong . 
In this service we had donated enough cat food
to feed more than 30 cats for 3 months. 

Márgiis also organised cleaning for the visually
impaired. Those benefitted felt very touched to
receive this service.  

On 17 September 2022, HK unit members
visited Sham Shui Po, where poor people live
and held a Narayana Seva program.
100 vegetarian lunch box was distributed . In
addition ,every person  were given  1 kg of
uncooked rice . We take this opportunity to
thanks Bábá for guiding and  giving us this
opportunity to serve the struggling humanity.
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Sadhana camp- Lijiang Yoga centre  
Márgiis under the guidance of Ác.
Cittirainjanánanda Avt. organised a 5-day
sadhana camp for new year in Lijiang yoga
centre. The camp was attended by 11 people.  

Neo-humanist program 
A Neo-humanist program for children and their
parents was conducted in Lijiang yoga center in
July. The program was attended by 7 children
and their parents. They received a certificate of
accomplishment at the end of the training. 
There was also a yoga and Neo-humanist
education program for teachers working in
remote villages.  



A number of online and offline seminars and
programs were held in Seoul region. Online
New year's celebration, first and second
phase of seminar was done according to
Bábá's system, Ánanda Púrńima celebration
was held offline, as well as RAWA programs
and lectures by ácáryas.
Ác. Jiivanmukta Brc., acting DS Seoul, is
working to maintain regular activities. He is
also working to develop potential units
Daegu and Gwangju.
Ác. Purushottama Brc. who is working as RS
Seoul, recently went and toured the units,
conducting seminars, lectures and other
activities.  
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Seminars 
Seoul Region

WWD Activity 
Avtk. Ánanda Vartiká Ác. is organising
regular study circles for sisters on
Awakening of women. 
She also organised a sisters satsaunga in
Hongseong. 20 sisters participated.  
 
Detox camp 
Avtk. Ánanda Vartiká Ác. held a detox
camp for sisters who are going through
menopause. There were 19 participants
half of which were newcomers.



Jeju island jagrti was obtained this
year. It is a small two room flat in a
three story house. It  was offered by
sister Sainjitá for Dadas and Márgiis to
use rent free. 
Earlier this year Ác. Cittarainjanánanda
Avt.  invited some artist from Germany
and around Korea for some program in
jagrti. Dada is mostly working in HBM
regions but is currently helping to
develop Jeju island potential unit while
he is not able to travel.  
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Jeju Island jagrti

Ánanda Karnika MU 
Ánanda Karnika master unit is regularly holding
seminars for Márgiis. In September a seminar
was held for 20 participants and with the
participation of Ác. Jiivanmukta Brc., Ác. 
 Cittarainjanánanda Avt., Avtk. Ánanda Vartiká
Ác. and Ác. Indrajiit Brc. who is the new
assistant rector of Ánanda Karnika master unit.  
Usually every month Ác. Jiivanmukta Brc. also 
 organises seminars for Márgiis.  
This year the master unit has produced;
persimmons, dates, pumpkins, chillis, aroniya
berries, chestnuts and eggplants. 



A series of activities were conducted at the
Akamura farming community centre in March.  
There was kiirtan, Yoga class session & a lecture
by Ác. Vijitatmánanda Avt..  
A therapy and recreation via art session was run
by sister Priyanká.

   

A fasting camp and talks on health & sentient
diet was organised at the Shirahama Jagrti
(Kansai) in February. The participants were from
the Akamura farming community (Fukuoka). The
event was organised by Ác. Vijitatmánanda Avt.
and Márgiis Nitya and Santosh.
There were also discussions on PROUT and
cooperative economics.
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Fasting camp

Visit to Akamura farming
community 

Tokyo Region

For health and harmony
Monthly classes of yoga for health and harmony
and talks on Ánanda Márga practices are run by
Ác. Vijitatmánanda Avt. in Kansai wellness
center.  



In Shirahama Jagrti the regional conference was
held in July. Everyone enjoyed with satsaunga,
RAWA and a collective outing to the seashore.
Márgiis came from Kansai, Kanto, Fukuoka and
Nagano.
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Regional conference 

Dada and Márgiis organised the
distribution of food to the homeless in
Nishinari, Osaka where there are a
considerable number of homeless
persons.  
In general the social care service in
Japan provides shelters for most of the
homeless & disabled so this is not such
a problem in Japan.                              
This service was done for a period of
one year. Breakfast was distributed 
 daily for around 100 people per week. 

Service for the homeless
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Dada Trilokesh Brc. who is DS Ulaanbaatar,  
 recently went to Mongolia and has started
working with Márgiis to develop AMPS there
after the coronavirus. 
He and Márgiis organised a distribution of
essential food products to families in need in
Ulaanbaatar. 
They distributed:
25 kg flour
4 kg rice
1 kg sugar
1 liter of oil
1kg of sweets

Ulaanbaatar Region
Service activities 



Vladivostok Bhukti
Ananda Annapurna MU
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Siding of the big house was finished by LFT 
 brothers and Ác. Purushottama Brc. who
has additional responsibility for Vladivostok
diocese as well as Seoul region. 
The second part of the bath house was also
completed 

Infrastructure development

Gardening and production 

Potatoes - 150 kilo
 Zucchini - 100 kilo
Carrot - 30 kilo
Corn - 50 kilo
Cucumbers - 50 kilo
Tomato - 40 kilo
Pumpkin - 100 kilo
Watermelon - 70 kilo
Peppers - 30 kilo
Peas - 20 kilo

Garden production this year: 

LFTs have also started the production of peanut
butter this year. 
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Seminars and conferences 

January -  5 days Akhanda kiirtan
(35+ participants)
May- Conference for beginners (80
participants)
May - Ánanda Púrnima, 3 days
Akhanda Kirtan (30 participants)
July - Conference for beginners (30
participants)
August 3-7 - Márgiis seminar  (25
participants)
September - Silence retreat for
beginners (30 participants)  

6 seminars were held in Ánanda
Annapurna this year so far;

Seminars were attended by Ác.
Purushottama Brc., Brcii. Sushraddhá
Ác., Ác. Indrajiita Bc. and Dada Shiva
Brc.

LFTs 
This year two LFT brothers were sent to
training centre. At the moment there is
currently one LFT brother and one LFT
sister, along with a few volunteers
woking in the mater unit.  
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Arseniev unit although quite small has always
maintained it's regular Narayan seva project for
the homeless each week with the dedication of
Márgiis. Their service is very much appreciated
by those in need. 
Khabarovsk unit also has regular Narayana seva
each week. 

Narayana seva in Vladivostok bhukti

Service for youths in need 
Brother Indranatha was working with an
orphanage, giving classes for the children so
that they will be more prepared for life after
leaving the children's home. He also has started
fostering one young sister who has just left the
childrens home. He and other Márgiis are giving
her support to start her life independenly.
Márgiis have plans to continue to do this kind
of service in the future. 
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Last year a new AMPS unit was created in
Yakutsk by Brcii. Sushraddhá Ác. 
Márgiis are now holding regular Dharma
cakras and collective meditations for
beginners. 
Brcii. Sushraddhá Ác. is periodically going
there to help with the pracar effort and give
support to the Márgiis. 

 

Yakutsk Bhukti 

Narayana Seva 
Márgiis occasionally organise narayan seva
for the homeless people despite very harsh
weather conditions. Yakutsk is known for
it's extreme cold climate reaching as low as
-60 °C.
When asked about their service activities in
the cold climate, Márgiis replied that, it was
not so cold, only -30°C. 
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This year 3 main successful seminars were
conducted by Ác. Indrajiita Bc., Dada Trilokesh
Brc. and Brcii. Sushraddhá Ác. on Baikal lake. 
There was a Neo-humansim seminar held for
beginners with 60 participants, most of whom
were subscribers of meditation steps. The event
was a great success resulting in many of the
participants getting initiations and going on to
attend Dharma cakras and taking part in unit
activities. 

Irkutsk Bhukti 
Seminars

Pracar effort
LFT Anandii from Ánanda Shivánii MU has been
working hard to develop Irkutsk unit. Earlier
this year she renovated and re-decorated the
jagrti and has been conducting yoga classes for
children as well as regular asana classes, online
philosophy discussions for Márgiis, collective
meditation for beginners and sister's circles. 
Irkutk Bhukti has made quite a healthy
development in the past year due to the efforts
of the local workers, LFT and the new unit
secretary of Irkutsk, sister Karunamayii, who is
also working very hard to develop not only
Irkutsk unit but also other neighbouring units.   
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Ánanda Shivánii MU

A new bathhouse was built in three
months for the Big Summer
Conference in July
A Wellness house is under active
construction, where health programs
and detox are planned for winter.
Márgiis have greatly contributed to its
construction. Avtk. Ánanda Sainjaná
Ác. is working hard to finish this
project.
A High-tech portable house was
donated in June by brother Anirvan. It
is 12 square meters in area, with all
comforts.

Brothers LFT Training 
One of Ánanda Shivánii's missions is to
prepare LFTs for unit posting and training
centre.
A one-month LFT training was held in
January-February for 14 brothers. 
The trainers were: 
Ác. Sadánanda Avt. (head trainer)
Ác. Iśtámaya Brc. 
Ác. Purushottama Brc.
Dada Yuktesvara Brc.
There are currently 4 LFT brothers living in
Ánanda Shivánii and 5 brothers in postings. 

New constructions

Novosibirsk Bhukti

Dada Yukteshvara Brc., assistant rector of
Ánanda Shivánii is managing all aspects of
the master unit ie. construction, finance,
LFTs, etc.   
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Seminars and conferences

Ác. Iśtámaya Brc.
Dada Shiva Brc.
Ác. Purushottama Brc.
Avtk. Ánanda Sainjaná Ác.
Brcii. Sushraddhá Ác.
Brcii. Liilámayii Ác.
Ác. Sadánanda Avt.
Dada Ánanda Brc.
Dada Yukteshvara Brc.
Dada Abhidhyana Brc.
Online - SS Dada

5 days Akhanda kiirtan in January 
Online DMS 
Meditation steps retreats 
Annual summer conference 

A total of 7 major programs were held with
the participation of: 

The programs were: 

Sisters LFT  & Spiritual
Trainings
Spirital training was held for 14 sisters for
two weeks in April for those who want to
strengthen their practices but have family
responsibilities or other obligations. 

1 month LFT training for sisters was held in
August for 12 sisters. 
The trainers were: 
Avtk. Ánanda Sainjaná Ác. 
Brcii. Liilámayii Ác. 
SWWS Avtk. Ánanda Kalyáńashrii Ác.
(Online)
Brcii. Sushraddhá Ác. (Online)

Currently there are 3 LFT and 3 LPT sisters
in Ánanda Shivánii and 5 LFTs and 1 LPT in
postings.



The vegetable garden
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Potatoes - 5 000 kg
Pumpkin - 400 kg
Tomatoes - 300 kg
Cucumbers - 150 kg
Zucchini 50 kg
Greens - 35 kg

Broccoli - 200 kg
Cauliflower - 200 kg
Peppers - 100 kg
Tomatoes - 500 kg
Jam - 200 litres

One of MU summer activities is gardening
and preparing for the winter.
The area of the vegetable garden within the
MU is about 1000 square meters
The area of the vegetable garden outside of
MU (in the neighbouring village) 5,600
square meters. 
There are also 3 greenhouses. 
Exact yield this year:

Harvest canning / freezing for the winter,
expected:

For the Big Summer Conference the
organisers focus was on following Bábá's
directive and vision in conducting the
seminars. As a result, the seminar was very
much about organisational activities and it
was made clear to the Márgiis that they
were part of the organisation.
As a result, we received a lot of positive
feedback on the program.
Ác. Sadánanda Avt. and SS Dada also gave
lectures online about the organisational
structure and spirit.

Children's Camp.
There was a children's camp for children
from 5 to 14 years old, where experienced
Márgiis worked with the children, taught
them how to meditate and spread the
values of Ánanda-Márga ideology 
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Seminar in Novosibirsk 
A diocese level conference was organised in
Novosibirsk unit with the participation of Dada
Shiva Brc., Dada Abhidhyana Brc. and Brcii.
Liilámayii Ác.
Around 40 Márgiis attended from around
Novosibirsk diocese. 

Narayana Seva 
Novosibirsk, Barnaul, Kemerovo and Biysk units
are holding regular Narayana sevas every week. 
Tomsk unit is regularly doing service for
animals and litter picking in nature to clean the
environment. 

RAWA
A RAWA program was organised on
25th April for the public in
Novosibirsk jagrti. Around 20 people
participated. 



Great service effort 

Yekaterinburg Bhukti
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Márgiis conducted a practical 2
month training course on
"Meditating Together" for beginners
in Chelyabinsk. Every class
contained a theoretical and practical
part (kiirtan, meditation, sáttvika
food and asanas etc.)
Márgiis have started a tourism
project to bring people to Ural
Mountains. 
Periodically Márgiis hold musical
and cultural evenings for Márgiis
and beginners in Yekaterinburg 
Presentation of Kaoshiki dance,
musical program at a city public
festival. 

Pracar activities 

Every unit in Yekaterinburg bhukti has their
own inspiring service activity organised by
Márgiis under the guidance of Dada Abhidhyana
Brc. and Brcii. Liilámayii Ác.
Currently 5 units are organising weekly
Narayana Sevas. Total number of people
benefitted is around 3000.  

Yekaterinburg unit periodically organises
musical events and other programs for children
in orphanages and the elderly in nursing homes
as social service. The events are run by Márgiis
who are processional musician.

Omsk Unit periodically organises the
distribution of food packages to single mothers.

Tyumen unit periodically organise the planting
of trees.
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A Diocese level seminar in Yekaterinburg was
held from 7-10 of May to celebrate Bábá's
birthday with the presence of Dada Abhidhyana,
Ác. Iśtámaya Brc. and Brcii. Liilámayii Ác..
More than 80 Márgiis participated.
SS Ác. Shubhaniryásánanda Avt. gave an
inspirational speech. There was 12 hours
Akhanda Kiirtan, katha-kiirtan, lectures and
organisational meetings.
All Márgiis were inspired, united.

Seminar

Regular RAWA activities 
Regular RAWA programs are being conducted in
6 cities - with Prabháta Samgiita dance,
kiirtana, and bhajans - more than 100 Márgiis
participating.
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Márgiis under the guidance of Dada
Abhidhyana Brc. recently bought a new jagrti in
Almaty, Kazakhstan.
This is a great step in the development of
Ánanda Márga in Almaty. Márgiis were in need  
of a proper place to do their practices and hold
programs for beginners, as to continue the
expansion of the unit.  

Tashkent Region
New Jagrti in Almaty
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Dada Abhidhyana Brc. and Brcii. Liilámayii Ác.
gave a few  large lectures for beginners around
Tashkent Region.  
Dada Abhidhyana Brc. gave a lecture in Bishkek
for 70 participants, another in Tashkent for 55
participants and Brcii. Liilámayii Ác.  gave a
lecture in Tashkent for 60 participants. 

Big lectures

Regional conference 
The regional conference was held on Issyk kul
Lake. There were 60 participants from around
Tashkent region, Russia, Azerbaijan, Israel and
Latvia. There were four workers present on this
event, Dada Abhidhyana Brc., Ác.
Gunátmánanda Avt., Brcii. Liilámayii Ác. and
Brcii. Sushraddhá Ác.. This seminar was the
first big gathering in Tashkent region since the
start of the pandemic. Everyone was very happy
to participate in such an inspiring and well
prepared conference, prepared by Arjundev BP
and the organising committee of Bishkek unit.
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On 31st August Bishkek unit celebrated their 12
year anniversary of the unit. 
The day was celebrated by holding a one day
program for beginners, filled with spiritual
practices, lectures by Brcii. Sushraddhá Ác. and
BP Arjundev, asana class and RAWA concert. 
There were around 20 participants, many of whom  
got inspired to go further into the practice of
meditation. 

12 year anniversary of Bishkek unit

Worker's tours 
Various tours were made this year to each unit in
Tashkent region by Dada Abhidhyana, Brc.
Sushraddhá Ác. and Brcii. Liilámayii Ác.. Many
programs were conducted for both Márgiis and
beginners to boost the spirit of the units and help
with their development.
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VMT Regions News 

Departments Established 

Videos in preparation for initiation 
Videos for new initiates before
attending their first dharma cakra 
Planning a long term educational
system for Márgiis (way of sadvipra) 

Maintaining and organising the
finances of VMTR 
Creating an educational financial course
for Márgiis
Encouraging every unit and bhukti to
have an organised financial system 

Márgiis started 2 businesses to support
Márgiis and AM 

Positive microvita channel - 600
subscribers 
Every week ácáryas post up to 4 short
inspirational videos 

Dada Yukteshvar Brc. along with a team of
Márgiis and LFTs have worked very hard to
establish some key departments in VMTR
this year. Thanks to their great dedication
and time Márgiis and workers of VMTR are
experiencing the positive developments
being made. 
Ác. Iśtámaya Brc. has been working
sincerely in the development of the
educational department. He has already
made around 27 videos for beginners and is
running online courses for Márgiis on
communication. 170 Márgiis were
registered.

Functioning departments: 
Education (Dharma Pracar) 

FInance 

Commerce 

Public Relations 



The goal and mission of AM in VMTR
was declared 
The role of VMTR was made clear
A common understanding and
synchronised vision of the
development of units and the
development of Márgiis was made
Short term and long term plans for
unit development and departments
were made

On 8th January, the second strategic
session was held where the advisory
committee board and general advisory
committee was created. 
The organisational system and
departments were also created. 

The third IRSS/ Strategic session was held
from 1st to 15th September. 
It was a very fruitful session with
maximum attendance of the members of
the general committee. 
The outcomes were: 
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Various units have started holding regular
meetings among sisters. This movement
was started by Avtk. Ánanda Sainjana Ác.
to give sisters a platform for them to
support each other in their spiritual
practices, learn about WWD and awakening
of women and create projects to help
women in society. 

Sisters circles in various units 

IRSS/ Strategic session
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Conference for new people, 7-10 of April - 35
participants 
Regional conference and seminar in Tver - 210
participants
Conference for new people in Tver 23-26 of June
Conference for new people Nizhniy Novgorod -
55 participants
Seminar for Márgiis in Kazan, 30 of April -3 May,
35 participants

A number of big programs were held in the western
area of Russia with a great number of participants in
each program. 

Big programs in Russia 

A 7 days spiritual training for Márgiis who are
running their own businesses took place on 12th-19th
of August. The purpose of this training was to plan
ways to earn money for AM. The Brothers were very
inspired and hope to repeat this training again in the
future. There were a total of 12 brothers who
participated in this training.

Spiritual training for businessmen

Sisters conference
A sisters conference was held on 8th march for 5-days
in Sochi. The event was made on the occasion of
international women's day. There were 70 participants
led by Avtk. Ánanda Sainjaná Ác., Brcii. Liilámayii Ác.
and Avtk. Ánanda Cetana Ác. 

Detox program
Avtk. Ánanda Sainjaná Ác. held a detox program in
March also in Sochi for 25 participants.



Children's Yoga camp
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Akhanda Kiirtan with 200 people

In august the second yoga-camp was held for
children who’s parents are Márgiis. The purpose
of such camps is to create a sáttvika
environment for children, to teach them
meditation, Yama & Niyama principles and some
subjects for their socialisation. Totally 5
programs for children were organized in 6
months by the team of teachers - Ashishá,
Gaorii and Abhadevi, under the direction of
Brcii. Liilámayii Ác.

Once a year Márgiis together with Dada
Istamaya organise a big Dharma Cakra for all
units. There are usually around 300 Márgiis
perticipating in this DC.  



of mythological quality which children hear
as they are put to bed at night. 
We simply cannot fail to recognize the
significance of the place He chose to take
birth; and it would be a great tragedy to
future generations if we fail to secure
adequate land and develop worthy
facilities.

The Bábá Nagar, Ánanda Sambhúti, Global
Master unit, Jamalpur, has started and is
taking shape, but it needs more and more
expansion. When it is complete, it will be a
source of inspiration not only for the local 
 Ánanda Márga community, but also for all
Márgiis, ácáryas and the general public
from every country both now and for future
generations. Therefore, every spiritual
person should take the development  of
this project to heart. Everyone is requested
to sincerely try their best to help so that
the project can be established.
Bábá spent 45 years of His life in Bábá
Nagar so this land is certainly vibrated with
Bábá’s special energy. This land needs to
be protected from the expansion of non-
spiritual people who would simply pollute
the air, pollute the land and pollute the
water, with no concern for the higher
spiritual values it has. Let us make Bábá
Nagar the global spiritual centre and a
great inspiring place for all, let us be proud
to see the development of the land of
Bábá’s birth places. If everyone can do
their best to help individually, the
combined effort will protect the land and
protect the inspiring spiritual vibrations
there, both now and for the future.
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A Step Forward for Ánanda
Sambhúti MU 

Ánanda Sambhúti Master Unit, Jamalpur
 

The Birth Place of Bábá, Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtijii

Bábá’s life can be divided into two parts—
His early days in Bábá Nagar, Jamalpur;
where He was intimate with all His
devotees, who knew Him as their dearest
friend and could approach Him with the
trivialities of their everyday problems, and
His days as the leader of a global
organisation which He constructed to one
day become the edifice of a global human
civilisation. It was in this latter role that He
enamoured us with the scope and grandeur
of His vision for the future of humanity and
Ánanda Nagar was His chosen headquarters
for this period of His life. But even those
who came to the Márga after His passing,
and never met Him while He was in physical
form, who were initially inspired exclusively
by the ideology and mission of Ánanda
Márga, longingly devour the stories of His
days in Bábá Nagar, Jamalpur with tears in
their eyes as they try to imagine what it
would have been like been present during
those times, even if for just a passing
moment.  

It is for this reason that Bábá Nagar should
be developed now as a spiritual center. 
 This is the birthplace of Bábá and His
mission, but it also represents in our hearts
the quintessentially spiritual relationship
between the devotee and the Lord.  His
vibration is always there in Bábá Nagar,
Jamalpur, and the sweet drama of those
early days will gradually grow from
devotees’ personal memories into stories   
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Abhá Sevá Sadan construction

www.jamalpur.amps.org
 

www.facebook.com/amjamalpurproject
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Ánanda Nagar has been running since 1966 
By Bábá's grace it is managing 18 Ánanda
Márga primary schools. and sponsoring the
costs of teachers and maintenance. 
There are currently close to 45 teachers
and 
many schools that have newly been
constructed, 
such Asimanandadi, Marlong and
Hathinada.
More locations are waiting for our funds to
be developed. 
Since 2005-2018 Ác. Shubhaniryásánanda
Avt. has been sponsoring the cost of the
teachers and maintenance.  
Since 2019, due to the coronavirus
pandemic and the construction of Ánanda
Sambhúti MU, Dada was not able to
sponsor these projects fully but has  still
been partially supporting. 
RM Dada has been requesting support for
the sponsoring of teachers salaries
therefore I would like to request all Dadas
and Didis to help with this by giving 2000
rupees per month to sponsor at least 1
teacher.
Ác. Cittarainjanánanda Avt. has been kind
to help and some other workers are also
helping time to time. 
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Ánanda Nagar
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GHARE ESO GHARE ESO 
GHARE ESO ÁJI MAMA 
MÁLÁ GÁNTHIÁCHI GRIHA SÁJIYECHI 
SAHÁS ÁNANE? ESO PRIYATAMA 
GHARE ESO ÁJI MAMA 

ÁMÁR BOLITE ÁRO KICHU NÁI 
ÁMÁR JÁHÁ CHILO BHÚLE JETE CÁI 
TOMÁR CARAŃE VINATI JÁNÁI 
GRAHAŃA KARO TÁHÁ OGO PRIYATAMA 
GHARE ESO ÁJI MAMA 

ÁMÁR BOLIÁ JÁHÁ BHÁVITÁM 
BHRÁNTI CHILO TAHÁ NÁHI BUJHITÁM 
BHÚL BHENGE GECHE SAMVIT ESECHE 
TOMÁR KARE MORE NÁO GO MANORAMA 
GHARE ESO ÁJI MAMA 
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Prabháta samgiita 1462

Come today to my home. 

I have threaded a garland 
and decorated my house for You. 
O my most beloved one, 
come with a smiling face. 

I have nothing to declare as my own. 
Whatever belongs to me, 
that too, I want to forget. 
O incomparable Lord, 
I beseech You, 
accept those belongings. 

Whatever I had considered my own, 
was done so in delusion, 
I did not understand. 

Now, my mistake is rectified, 
and reality has become known. 
Now, accept me 
and make me Your own, 
O ever enchanting one! 



Ác. Cittarainjanánanda Avt.
 - Farm/ SB HK

Ác. Krsnamayánanda Avt.
 - RS Hong Kong

Ác. Gunátmánanda Avt.
 - RS Vladivostok 
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Workers of Hong Kong sector 

Ác. Shubhaniryásánanda Avt.
 - SS HK

Ác. Yogánanda Avt.
- SOS HK

Ác. Candreshvaránanda Avt.
- CSD HK

Ác. Shubhacintánanda Avt.
- RU/RAWA HK

Ác. Priyabodhánanda Avt.
- AMSD HK

Ác. Vijitatmánanda Avt.
 - INPRO/ FARPRO HK

Ác. Sadánanda Avt.
 - Commerce HK

Ác. Jiivamukta Brc.
 - RS Macau 

Ác. Purushottama Brc.
 - RS Seoul 

Ác. Rudranáthánanda Avt.
 - DS Taipei 

Ác. Caetanyánanda Avt.
 - DS Taichung

Ác. Istamaya Brc. 
 - DS Tokyo

Dada Shiva Brc. 
 - DS Hong Kong 

Dada Trilokesh Brc. 
 - DS Ulaanbaatar 

Dada Abhidhyana Brc. 
 - DS Yekaterinburg 

Dada Shukadeva Brc. 
 - DS Shanghai 

Dada Yukteshvara Brc. 
 - Asst. Rector Ananada Shivánii 

Ác. Indrajiita Brc. 
 - Asst. Rector Ananada Karnika 

Dada Ánanda Brc. 
 - Dits Barnaul 



Avtk. Ánanda Vidyá Ác. 
 - DSL Taipei 

Brcii. Aritá Ác.
 - Asst. Rector L Ánanda Mátriká 
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Avtk. Ánanda Kalyánshrii Ác.
 - SWWS HK

Avtk. Ánanda Sainjaná Ác. 
- HPMGL HK 

Avtk. Ánanda Shivánii Ác. 
- RSL Taipei 

Avtk. Ánanda Amalá Ác.
- RSL Macau 

Avtk. Ánanda Vartiká Ác.
- RSL Ulaanbaatar 

Brcii. Sushraddhá Ác. 
 - RSL Tashkent

Brcii. Liilámayii Ác.
 - RSL Vladivostok 

Workers of Hong Kong sector 


